Make your home look glamourous by creating an amazing
harlequin pattern with the Shape Creator

Decorate your home dec projects with the built in feature Shape Creator in your
PFAFF® creative sensation pro™ sewing and embroidery machine.

Supplies:













PFAFF® creative sensation pro™ sewing and embroidery machine
PFAFF® Narrow Piping Foot with IDT™ #820926096
PFAFF® Invisible Zipper Foot #820474096
Dark gray fabric for piping 4” (10cm)
Silver sequin fabric 4” (10cm)
Light gray fabric for piping 4” (10cm)
Robison-Anton 40wt embroidery thread – silver grey
INSPIRA™ tear-away stabilizer
Sewing thread matching pillow fabric
Bobbin thread
Scissors
Pins
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Cut:



Front piece 20 ½” x20 ½” (52x 52 cm)
2 Back pieces 20 ½” x10 5/8” (27x52cm)

Prepare:



Thread your machine with Robison Anton embroidery thread.
Hoop the stabilizer in the Deluxe hoop 360x200.

Decorate & Embroider:


Create the harlequin pattern with Shape Creator feature in your PFAFF® creative
sensation pro™ sewing and embroidery machine
1

Go to embroidery mode. Choose the creative
Deluxe hoop 360x200
Click on the selection menu
Click on stitches
Choose stitch 3.3.25

Click on Shape Creator
Select the square shape
Click on create appliqué.This function will create
a straight stitch for applying applique fabric
underneath the decorative stitch.
Select custom appliqué
Click ok
Click on rotate
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Rotate the shape 45 degrees

Click on scale

Click on the padlock in the center of the control
wheel to unlock the proportions.
Set the size to 64.0x93.0 by touching the screen
or using the arrows
Touch and hold the + mark until you get 28
stitches around the shape
Click ok
Click in the center of the control wheel to make
sure the shape is in the center
Duplicate twice.
Place all shapes in a row, 0.0/0.0, 0.0/98.0,
0.0/-98.0
Click and hold on the multi-select to select all
three shapes.
Click on the group icon to get all three shapes
combines in a group.
Click duplicate to get a second combination

Move the first combination slightly to the left to
have enough space to place the combinations
nicely spaced next to each other. -35.0/0.0 and
35.0/0.0
Click and hold on the multi-select to select both
combinations.
Click on the group icon.
Go to the embroidery stitch-out to embroider the
design.
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Embroider:



Use the basting function to baste the pillow fabric onto the stabilizer. The first
combination is placed 2mm to the right of the center.
Use the precise Positioning Feature to embroider a second combination. Place it
2mm to the left of the center.

Sew:


Add piping around the edge and sew the back pieces with an invisible zipper.
Follow the instructions on how to use the Narrow Piping Foot and the Invisible
Zipper Foot in the PFAFF® Accessory User´s guide on our website.
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